IIASA has over 4,000 alumni in 94 countries. Some of these alumni, together with collaborators who visit the institute each year, make up the IIASA global network.

www.iiasa.ac.at/alumni
Take advantage of the alumni network and:

→ **Access** a global interdisciplinary research network
→ **Benefit** by sharing your research and professional opportunities
→ **Connect** with others in the IIASA network within member countries
→ **Mentor** early career scientists and make an impact
→ **Share** memories of your time at IIASA or how the Young Scientists Summer Program (YSSP) impacted your career

**Stay connected:** [www.iiasa.ac.at/alumni](http://www.iiasa.ac.at/alumni)

"IIASA was so much more than just a nice summer at the schloss. It not only broadened the scope of my research and forced me to be truly interdisciplinary; it also gave me novel ideas, innovative approaches, mentors, networks, and friends that I have carried with me in life. IIASA was eye-opening, but it was also mind-expanding."

**Adil Najam, Dean Frederick S. Pardee School of Global Studies, Boston University**

“"To this day, I collaborate a lot with my former IIASA colleagues and meet them in bigger assessment activities such as the IPCC or joint projects like the Global Carbon Project and RESTORE+. I also still have contact with some of my fellow 2006 YSSPers!"

**Sabine Fuss, Head of the Resources and International Trade Group, Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change and Professor, Humboldt University**